
Analysing Argument - Support and Resources

Creating great habits in this area of study is crucial in Unit Three. Having the resources to maintain

these habits and prepare students for Section C of the exam is even more critical. We’ve listed four

unique ways THE ENGLISH LAB can assist in delivering high impact lessons to help your students get

the most out of themselves when analysing argument.

● #1 - Our New Practice SAC

A fourteen page excerpt from our VCE English Manual, this resource includes two articles

and a cartoon, with sample analysis of an average, improving and excellent response to

the material. There are expert tips on analysing visual material, as well as advice on how

to best make insightful comparisons. Students will benefit from the multiple sample

passages and clear advice, laid out in a straight-forward, twelve page booklet for you to

use in your classroom.

● #2 - Our Argument Analysis Revision Package

Our Argument Analysis Revision Package is made up of three unique, exam-style pieces

of material, each with two sample responses (one high, one mid-range). It can be

purchased as a resource only, or with a recording of the ‘Good to Great!’ Workshop. This

resource has been designed for exam revision, but it will definitely find its place in any

Analysing Argument class.

● #3 - Our FREE Practice SAC and Sample Response

Designed to save you time and to provide your students with high impact material, our

free Practice SAC and Sample Piece have proven to be popular with teachers across

Victoria. Download your copy today.

● #4 - Our Range of YouTube Videos

Our ever-growing YouTube channel has provided students with free access to helpful tips

and advice. What’s more, students can communicate directly with the creator and

presenter of the videos through the comments section. Check out the channel to see if

you can use the videos in your classroom or as further revision for your students.

We’re currently busy travelling to schools, delivering presentations for students and workshops

for teachers. Perhaps we could assist you and your school? This month has seen us working with

teaching teams on creating a shared language around teaching Argument Analysis from Years

10-12, whilst also working with VCE cohorts on their particular texts. Contact us today to see

how we can deliver a presentation or workshop for your students and/or staff.

To keep up with all upcoming events and new resources, ensure to follow us on Instagram and

Facebook, or sign up to our mailing list.
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